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To all whom ¿t may concern: 
Be it known that I, WILLIAM B. FENN, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Columbus, in the county of Franklin and 
State of Ohio, have invented a' certain new 
and useful Improvement in Bills or Letter 
Sheets, of which the following is a .specifi- ' 

' cation. 
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The object of this invention is to provide 
a bill or letter or combined bill and letter 
sheet adapted to effect an economy of time 
and money and to promote convenience -in 
the transaction of business or correspond 
ence.  ‘ 

The invention is embodied in the example 
herein shown and set forth, the features of 
novelty being pointed out in the claims. 
In the accompanying drawin 
Figure 1 isa plan view of the sheet spread 

out or unfolded. 
Fig. 2 _is a view of _the face of an envelop 

which is proposed to be used in connectlon 
vwith the sheet. 

Referring to Fig. 1 the sheet is indicated 
as composed of three connected portions 5, 6 
and 7. The two upper portions 5 and 6 are 
divided by a- folding line 4. The upper 'left 
hand corner of the upper portion 5 receives 
the name and address of the creditor or ad? 
dresser-The John Doe Glass Co., Columbus, 

- Ohio-for example, which is so placed as to 
serve as the “return address” and to be ex 

lposed through a transparent opening or 
window in an envelop. The said portion 5 
also contains the name and address of the 
debtor or addressee-_Richard Roe., 19 Park 

» Place, New York City-which is so placed 
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as to be exposed through a window in the 
envelop at the place on the envelop where 
such usually occurs. The upper portion also 
contains near its middle a vertical line of 
perforations 4a extending from the upper 
edge of that portion aboutl half way down 
and a horizontal foldingline 4" extending 
from the lower terminus of said ̀ line of per 
foration to the right hand edge of the sheet. 
The line of perforation 4a and the folding 
line mark out an upper right hand corner 
portion 5°' which is designed' to receive a 
postmark. The upper portion> 5.also con 
tains other useful or desired legends, as for 
example, the date of the making of the bill, 
the name of the salesman, the number of the 
car and the railroad over which the ship 
ment of the goods was made. The inter 

mediate or portion 6 of the sheet is to receive 
the item or items of the account as illus 
trated. The lower portion 7 ' of the sheet is 
provided with a place for a written return 
address or card of-the debtor and also a 60 
printed simple form of letter with spaces ‘ 
left therein for the inscription by the debtor 
of the amount remitted in payment or on 
account of the bill and the date of the bill 
upon which the amount is remitted. The 
said portion 7 also has printed upon it the 
name and address of _the creditor.l The re 
turn card and the name and ~address of the 
creditor on the part 7 are in inverted posi 
tion on the portion 7 but they occupy the 

to each other to be exposed through the cor 
responding windows ofthe envelop when 
inserted uprightly face outward in the en 
velop. The portion f7 is divided from the 
portion 6_ by a horizontal line of perfora 
tions 4“ convenient alike for indicating the 
line of the fold and for the ready separation 
ofthe part7. Suitable notices and direc 
tions can be printed upon the parts 6 and 7 
as indicated upon either side of the line of 
perforations 4°. _ _ 

In Fig. 2 is illustrated the face of an en 
velop suitable for use in connection with the 
form of device illustrated in Fig. 1. In this 
view 10 designates the window for exhibit 
ing the name and address or return card of 
the sender, 11 the window for exhibiting the 
name and address of the sendee and 12 the 
opening throughwhich the postmark is im 
pressed upon the contents of the envelop. 
13 designates the liap for closing the en 
velop. This _flap ma)7` be left ungummed and 
the envelop sealed by aífixin the postage 
stamp to it and the face o the envelop 
across the edge of the flap and in position to 
be. canceled at the time the postmark is im 
pressed as with the canceling and postmark 
ing machine now in common use >in the 
United States and perhaps some other coun 
tries. The envelop may be opened by de 
stroying the postage stamp only andre 
sealed by applying'a fresh one in the same 
place. By this method of sealing and re 
sealing the same envelop may be reused 
many times thereby savin large sums of 
money now expended. for envelope and 
printing. 
The mode of using the bill sheet shown in 

Fig. 1 is 'brieíiy proposed as follows: The 
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creditor having made out the bill folds the 
parts according to. choice but on the lines 
Lleand 4° and, of course, with the face of the 
portion 5 .outermost at one side. 
thus folded is placed in the envelop and 
_sealed so that the return card and the name 
and address of the debtor appear through 

' the Windows 10 and 11 respectively.- In 

10 
_ through the opening 12 thus affording 
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transmission through the mail to the debtor ’ 
the corner portion 58L receives the postmark 

evi 

dence of the date the bill was sent. The 
debtor in making payment, Whether in-full 
or on account, inscribes on the part 7 the 
amount ‘of his remittance and his return card 
and if'he desires a receipt refolds the Whole 
sheet with the face of theportion 7 outer 
most at one side. He then replaces and re- ' 
seals the sheet with his remittance in the 
same envelop, the face of the part 7 right 
edge being up to display his return card and 
the address of the creditor through the Win 
dows 10 and 11 respectively. In transmis 
Vsion through the mail to the creditor the 
postmark is impressed as before through the 
opening 12 of the envelop but upon the face 
of the portion 7 thereby affording evidence’ 
of‘the time of 'mailing the remittance. 
Upon receipt bv the creditor he notes upon 
the bill his acknowledgement of the remit 
tance and removes for his own files or rec 
ords the portion 7. He then tears the por 
tion 5 along the line of perforations 4“, folds 
backward upon the bodv of the part 5 the 
corner portion 5El and then folds the por 
tion 6 on the line 4 against the back of 
portion 5 and the face of corner portion 5a 
ythereby exposing at said corner portion a 
portion of the back of portion 6 which is 
blank. In this conditionthe creditor re 
places and reseals the bill in the same en 
-velop with face of the part-5~ and proper 
edge up to again display name or return card 
and the name and address of the sendee 
through the windows 10 and 11 respectively. 
In transmission through the mail to the 
sendee the postmark is impressed as .before 
through the opening 12 of the envelop but 
this time, as will clearly appear, upon the 
back of the portion 6 thereby affording 
evidence of the time of mailing the receipt 
ed bill.' If the debtor in--remitting pay 

l ment'desires no receipt he detaches the bill, 
on the line 4” and instead vof returningthe 
same retains it and sends his remittance in 
the same envelop duly sealed and with the 
letter portion 7 only. 

It can readily be inferred that by the 
adoptionof this invention an enormous sav 
ing in time, expense of printing and cost of 
paper can be effected and especially by 

The sheet ' 
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large wholesale, retail and manufacturing 
establishments. The invention is not con 
iined in its practical application to the spe 
cific forms or use. shown and described but is 

’ adaptable to a rather Wide ̀ range of forms 
and uses._ 
What I claim is: . 
1. A means of concealed communication 

byv mail consisting of a sheet divided into 
sections and -marked -by lines for folding, 
the distinctive sections to receive the names 
and'addresses -of the sender and sendee re 
spectively, the corner portion of one of said 
sections being marked with lines~ for incis 
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ion and the folding of such portion upon . 
the body of the section'to permit postmark 
ing beyond it upon another section. » 

2. A means of concealed communication b 
mail consisting of a sheet divided by trans 
verse lines into three'sections, the end sec 
tions to receive upon the obverse faces there 
of the names and addresses of the sender 
and' sendee, respectively, located in substan 
tially the same relative positions, one of said 
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end sections being marked for incision and . 
folding. . 

3. A means of concealed communication 
by mail consisting of a sheet divided by 
transverse lines into three sections, oneof 
said lines being weakened to permit the easy 
separation of the section, the end sections to 
receive -upon the'obverse .faces thereof the 
names and addresses of the sender and 
sendee, respectively, located in substantially 
the same relative positions, one of said end 
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sections being marked for incision and fold- , 
1n . 

‘gk A means of communication by mail con 
sisting of a sheet marked by lines for fold 
ing into three sections, the distinctive sec 
tions to receive the names and addresses of 
the- sender and sendee respectively, the 
corner portion of one of the endv sections be 
ing marked with lines'for incision and the 
folding. of such portion upon the body of the 
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section `to permit postmarking beyond it . 
upon another section'. 

5. A means of communication by mail 
consisting of a sheet having sections defined 
by lines for folding, the distinctive sections 
to receive the names and addresses of the 
sender and sendee respectively, the corner 

11.0 

portion of one of said sections being marked i 
_with lines for incision and the folding of 
such portion of the section upon the body 
thereof to permit postmarking 'beyond it 
upon the adjacent section. _ 

. ' WILLIAM B.. FENN. 

“Yitnesses z' - - 

M. F. FENN, 
BENJAMIN' FINCKEL. 
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